The Moore Collaborative, Architects
The Moore Collaborative (TMC) was one of the premiere firms in Northern Nevada from 19912001. With concentrated experience in all aspects of architectural design, TMC has worked on
over $500 million in facilities in Northern Nevada & California over its tenure. TMC was
located in the beautiful Southwest Reno area. Some of the high profile projects they designed
include the Washoe County High School prototype design. Three high schools were constructed
from the prototype in outlying areas surrounding Reno / Sparks. Bishop Manogue High School
is another high profile project designed by the firm.
TMC completed the University of Nevada, Reno Fire Sciences Academy located in Carlin,
Nevada. A terrific example of the Design / Build partnership process, the
$31 million facility was completed in 16 months from the beginning of
design.
TMC has worked in “collaboration” with a number of regional
architectural firms in the effort to satisfy specific client needs with
specialized expertise. We have also worked closely with some of the
largest contracting firms in a Design / Build relationship. Our philosophy of team value and
collaboration was a definite asset in the project delivery process.

Value Architecture
∆ This term expresses our commitment to a balance
between architectural design, the owner’s goals and
value engineering compliances.
Design Creativity
∆ Design Creativity is a trademark of the projects
headed by The Moore Collaborative. They have
received numerous design awards for their projects
nationally.
Local Area Familiarity
∆ The Moore Collaborative has been working in the Northern Nevada area extensively for
almost 30 years. They have experience with local codes, officials, climate conditions, permit
processes and project facilitation.
Client contacts with decision makers is an important element in making visions of projects
realities.
Value / Cost Analyses
∆ We examine the initial and life cycle cost of our designs throughout project development - our
goal is a cost effective project.

Computer-Aided Design and Drafting
∆ An invaluable tool in the resolution of complex spaces, prototypical
design and design simulations, CAD provides quality control and
increased clarity of documents.
Attention to Detail
∆ TMC prioritized “Attention to Detail” throughout the design process.
This was especially evident in the Project Manual and Specifications.
Writing specifications was not a two-day task to be rushed through during the final stages of
Construction Documents. Selection of Products were reviewed during the Design Development
Phase and copies were sent to each applicable design engineer for coordination and inclusion in
the Construction Documents
State-of-the-Art Technology
∆ Through the BJSS Technology Division, we were experienced in providing designs for fiber
optics, computer integration and technology delivery systems.
Management Techniques
∆ Principal Involvement
∆ Communication through single Project Manager
∆ Strict Adherence to Design and Construction Schedule
∆ Program Quality Control and Compliance
∆ Cost Control
∆ Coordination of Consultants
∆ Through the "Organizational Framework", potential problems were ferreted out during the
process utilizing the Collaborative Concept of design. An important "piece of the Puzzle" was
the Owner. Because The Moore Collaborative recognized that was THEIR project! Projects
are a realization of your (the client’s) vision and needs.
Construction Administration
∆ An often overlooked but exceedingly important area of the Collaboration's responsibilities was
in Construction Administration. The Moore Collaborative had an extensive background in
construction related experiences. TMC’s approach to Construction Administration was intended
to insure the construction is accurate, high quality and in conformance with the Construction
Documents.

“The Moore Collaborative was founded on the philosophy of improving serviceability to clients
beyond those services typically offered by traditional firms. This meant adopting an attitude
conducive to the mutual exchange of ideas and forsaking the autocratic mentality!”

